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Trying to ignore minerality in wine
I am devastated. A recently published study by a leading geologist and soil scientist, Alex Maltman has just
proved that “the notion of being able to taste the vineyard geology in the wine – a “gout de terroir” – is a
romantic notion which makes good journalistic copy, is wholly anecdotal and in any literal way scientifically
impossible.”
Along with my wine writing colleague, Andrew Jefford, whose weekly blog on Decanter.com brightens up
my Monday mornings, I have to plead guilty to being at best a hopeless wine romantic and at worst an
inaccurate wine taster. My tasting notes are frequently littered with such descriptions as “minerally, warm
rocks, graphite, chalk, calcaire, pebbly” and so on.
I am indebted to Jefford for pointing me toward the scholarly paper: “The Role of Vineyard Geology in
Wine Typicity.” In it, Maltman shows that any minerality that is brought up by the roots of the vines into
the grapes exists in levels well below the threshold of detection. As Jefford summarizes “we surround
ourselves with fairy stories.”
Well to me, part of the magic of wine, is exactly that: the fairy stories that relate how a poor, rocky outcrop
can produce compelling wines; how the smell of rain on the slate of a pavement, translates to the thin
razor edge structure on the tongue. The same day that I had read about the myth of minerals, I had the
chance to taste the wines of Jochen Dreissigacker from the Rheinhessen, a young man who is making some
of the most exciting wines in Germany at the moment. So I resolved, I really did, not to use a soil related
adjective to describe his wines – here is how I got on……
We started tasting the new releases from the 2012 vintage : the Estate Riesling was fresh and spicy with
great acidity and purity and peach-stone fruit. Phew, no tempting rocky flavours there. Things got a little
bit more complicated when we tried the 2011 Bechtheimer Riesling. 2011 was a warm vintage so the ripe,
creamy fruit masked any of the marly flavours that I may have been tempted to pick up on. Yet it was the
finish, so interesting and peppery with a touch of cumin and fennel seeds and a beguiling bitterness that (if
I hadn’t by now known better) would indicate the soil in which the vines are grown. I resisted the
temptation, but it was getting harder.
I spoke of my dilemma to Jochen. As an organic winemaker, he is so completely wedded to this idea of soil
being reflected in fruit, that it seemed almost heresy to speak of its impossibility. Shaking his head, he
poured me a pair of his Geyersberg Rieslings. And this is where I lost it; totally. The 2011 was so full of
rocky, limestone character that caught the side of your mouth, laid chalky, scented warm soil on your
tongue and ripe, rocky flavours in the back of the throat – in brief it was impossible not to use adjectives
related to the soil.
By the time that I tasted the Geyersberg 2010, I decided that whatever Professor Maltman said, there HAD
to be a link between minerals and wine. This wine is certainly one of the most exciting that I have tasted
this year. For years German wine producers have been struggling to make dry “trocken” wines. Often they
have odd, thin aspirin sprightliness; but here is a wine with zero residual sugar, perfect balance; perfect
pitch – ripe, beautifully tended late harvested Riesling grapes grown in the limey marl of the hillsides.
There are aromas of oyster shells, of white mineral salts, of peach stones and biscuit crumbs; truly
stunning. Here was a highly personal mix of aromas coming from the soil; the grapes, the winemaking and
the climate to announce with pride its sense of place. Surely, if we dismiss minerality as a fairy tale, we
lose part of this magic of wine?
(Dreissigacker wines can be found at: www.wineshare.be)
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